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Abstract
Deep neural network (DNN) acoustic models yield posterior
probabilities of senone classes. Recent studies support the exis-
tence of low-dimensional subspaces underlying senone posteri-
ors. Principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to identify
eigenposteriors and perform low-dimensional projection of the
training data posteriors. The resulted enhanced posteriors are
applied as soft targets for training better DNN acoustic mod-
el under the student-teacher framework. The present work ad-
vances this approach by studying incorporation of sequence dis-
criminative training. We demonstrate how to combine the gains
from eigenposterior based enhancement with sequence discrim-
ination to improve ASR using semi-supervised training. Evalu-
ation on AMI meeting corpus yields nearly 4% absolute reduc-
tion in word error rate (WER) compared to the baseline DNN
trained with cross entropy objective. In this context, eigenposte-
rior enhancement of the soft targets is crucial to enable additive
improvement using out-of-domain untranscribed data.
Index Terms: soft targets, eigenposteriors, automatic speech
recognition, semi-supervised training, sequence discrimination

1. Introduction
Deep neural network (DNN) acoustic models rely on large
amounts of accurately labeled training data to learn predicting
senone posterior probabilities correctly for the input acoustic
features. It was demonstrated in our recent works [1, 2, 3] that
these posterior probability estimates can be improved by low-
rank and sparsity based projection leading to enhanced poste-
riors and better ASR performance. Further, low-rank enhance-
ments on DNN posteriors can be used to augment the labeled
training data with high quality soft targets from untranscribed
data for semi-supervised training of even more accurate DNN
acoustic models.

It was shown in [3] that DNN posteriors live in low-
dimensional senone-specific subspaces. A senone subspace en-
codes the inter-class correlations of the given senone with other
senone classes. These correlations may arise from sequential
dependencies among senones or from the structural acoustic
relationships due to common roots or state tying in the deci-
sion tree. Senone specific subspaces were shown to be very
low-dimensional - nearly 1% of the senone-dimension for AS-
R on AMI corpus. In practice however, inaccuracies in DNN
training lead to the presence of unstructured high-dimensional
errors in the posteriors. In [4, 1, 2, 3], low-rank and sparsi-
ty based approaches were exploited to characterize the senone
subspaces in DNN posteriors. These approaches remove the
high-dimensional noise in the DNN local estimate of the pos-
teriors exploiting the global low-dimensional structure of the
underlying senone classes.

In this work, we focus particularly on advancing further
the principal component analysis (PCA) based approach pro-

posed in [3]. This approach characterizes senone subspaces
in terms of “eigenposteriors” (senone-specific principal compo-
nents) which are used to enhance DNN posteriors by PCA based
low-rank reconstruction. Under the student-teacher framework,
this approach can incorporate untranscribed additional data for
semi-supervised training. In this paper, we evaluate this ap-
proach under stronger baseline DNN acoustic models in this
work and explore how to integrate it with sequence discrimina-
tive training of DNNs.

The present work contributes to the studies dedicated on ex-
ploiting the property that high-dimensional speech features lie
on a low-dimensional manifold [5, 6, 4]. Low-dimensionality
in DNN acoustic modeling has been used to achieve small foot-
print and manifold regularization in DNNs [7, 8, 9, 10]. In con-
trast to the earlier applications, our goal is to characterize the
hidden subspace structure of the big data towards better repre-
sentation of the local observations.

We exploit the framework of student-teacher DNN train-
ing that has been recognized promising for knowledge transfer
and distillation [11, 12, 13, 14]. The basic idea of the student-
teacher DNN training is that a teacher DNN (often trained with
hard targets) provides soft targets for training a student DNN.
The intuition is that the soft targets encode the teacher DNN
information through the inter-dependencies among the output
classes. Earlier studies investigate student-teacher framework
to enable model compression and encapsulating the informa-
tion of multiple models into a single network [12, 15]. This
approach was also found beneficial for semi-supervised training
exploiting untranscribed training data [14], although the investi-
gation is limited to the in-domain data matching the initial tran-
scribed speech used for supervised training. Semi-supervised
training [16, 17, 18, 19] has been popular for low-resource tasks
where cheap-to-obtain untranscribed data is readily available.
The present work is a novel attempt towards exploring com-
bination of sequence discriminative training with eigenposteri-
or based semi-supervised training of DNN acoustic models to
tackle a large vocabulary continuous speech recognition task on
AMI meeting corpus [20].

In the rest of the paper, the procure of using eigenposteriors
to obtain enhanced soft targets is outlined in Section 2. A stu-
dent DNN is trained using enhanced posteriors and then used to
generate soft targets for semi-supervised training as described
in Section 3. Experimental analysis is carried out in Section 4.
Section 5 presents the concluding remarks.

2. Eigenposteriors for Reliable Soft Targets
We perform principal component analysis of posteriors and
low-rank reconstruction to obtain enhanced posteriors. A teach-
er DNN trained on binary hard alignments provides the initial
posteriors. Enhanced posteriors are used as the soft targets to
train a student DNN.
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Figure 1: (a) PCA is used to extract principal components (eigenposteriors) of the linear subspaces of individual senone classes. (b)
Low-dimensional reconstruction of senone posterior probabilities is done to obtain more accurate soft targets for training improved
student DNN acoustic models.

2.1. Principal Component Analysis of Senone Subspaces

Let zt = [p(s1|xt) . . . p(sk|xt) . . . p(sK |xt)]> denote a DNN
posterior vector for the acoustic feature xt at time t, where we
have K senone classes {sk}Kk=1. We collect N senone pos-
teriors for each senone class in senone-specific matrices using
labels from the GMM-HMM forced alignment. After mean-
centering these matrices in logarithmic domain, principal com-
ponents for each matrix are obtained (Fig. 1(a))) via eigenvector
decomposition [21]. Due to skewed distribution of the posteri-
or vectors, the logarithm of posteriors fits better the Gaussian
assumption of PCA.

For each senone class, eigenvectors corresponding to the
large eigenvalues characterize the frequent regularities in the
subspace, whereas others represent the high-dimensional un-
structured noise. If P denotes the set of principal components
for a particular senone class, then the low-rank projection ma-
trix is defined as

DLR = Pl ∈ RK×l (1)

where Pl is truncation of P that keeps only the first l eigen-
vectors and discards the erroneous variability captured by other
K− l components. We select l such that relatively σ% variabil-
ity is preserved in the PCA reconstruction of posteriors. The
eigenvectors stored in the low-rank projection Pl are referred to
as “eigenposteriors” of the senone subspace.

2.2. Enhancing DNN Posteriors using Eigenposteriors

Enhancing a DNN posterior relies on low-rank projection. The
procedure is depicted in Figure 1(b) and involves the following
steps:

Step 1: Identify the correct senone class of the posterior frame
and pick the corresponding eigenposteriors.

Step 2: Projection on the underlying low-rank subspace using
eigenposteriors to remove high-dimensional noise.

The low-rank reconstruction of the mean-centered log posterior
z̃t, denoted by z̃LR

t can be expressed as

z̃LR
t = DLRDLR

>z̃t (2)

Finally, the class mean is added to z̃LR
t and we take its expo-

nent to obtain a low-rank senone posterior zLR
t for the acoustic

frame xt.

To control the low-rank dimension of the space, we con-
sider σ% variability in reconstruction of the posterior matrix.
Tuning σ associates variable dimensions to the senone-specific
subspaces. A lower σ indicates a higher level structural con-
straints in the form of low-rank regularities in the senone sub-
spaces. We assume that σ is independent of the senone class.

2.3. Training a Student DNN using Soft Targets
The low-rank projection procedure described above requires
ground-truth senone alignments. To enhance the (test) pos-
teriors where the alignment is missing, we train a studen-
t DNN to estimate the posteriors on a globally characterized
low-dimensional space. To that end, the training data posteriors
are first enhanced using the supervised procedure of selecting
the correct senone class. The enhanced posteriors are used as
the reliable soft targets for training a student DNN to obtain
low-rank posteriors.

3. Semi-supervised Training
In this section, we study integration of low-rank posterior esti-
mation and semi-supervised training using sequence discrimi-
nation objective.

3.1. Reliable Soft targets for Untranscribed Data

If the ground truth senone alignment is missing, ASR decod-
ing may be considered to obtain the alignments for supervised
enhancement of the posteriors using senone-specific eigenpos-
teriors (c.f. Section 2.2). In our experiments, we found that
decoded alignments are too noisy for this task. In fact, inaccu-
racies in the decoded alignment further degrade the quality of
posteriors instead of enhancing them.

To tackle this problem, we use a student DNN trained on
the enhanced training data posteriors to generate the soft targets
from untranscribed data. We perform the DNN forward-pass to
obtain the posteriors from untranscribed data. These posteriors
are used as soft-targets for augmenting our initial set of training
data soft-targets obtained from supervised enhancement. We
expect that an even better student DNN acoustic model can be
achieved using this semi-supervised augmented training dataset.
Experimental results presented in Section 4 demonstrate that the
enhanced soft targets are indeed crucial to enable improvement
using semi-supervised training.
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3.2. Sequence Discriminative Training

We employ the sMBR objective for sequence discrimination
which directly optimizes the DNN parameters to minimize the
Bayes risk in state-level alignment [22].

Sequence discriminative training diminishes the inaccura-
cies in acoustic models due to contextual dependencies. On the
other hand, the procedure of eigenposterior estimation relies on
characterization of the global dependencies. Therefore, investi-
gating a framework of combining both techniques requires fur-
ther investigations. We study the following approaches:

Approach 1: We use the sequence discriminatively trained
DNN as our baseline teacher acoustic model. We generate pos-
teriors for training data using sMBR based teacher DNN and
then use these posteriors to learn eigenposteriors for individu-
al senone classes. Training data posteriors are then enhanced
with supervision to obtain soft targets for training student DNN
models. The task requires that the student model not only learn-
s to generate enhanced low-rank posteriors, but also captures
the sequence discrimination of the teacher DNN. Learning of
eigenposteriors and posterior enhancement is done using forced
alignment from the sMBR based teacher DNN in this case in-
stead of GMM-HMM based alignments.

Approach 2: The sequence discriminative training is dis-
entangled from eigenposterior estimation. The student DNN is
trained using the enhanced soft targets obtained from low-rank
projection of the teacher DNN posteriors that is trained based on
cross-entropy objective. The student DNN is used to obtain the
soft targets for semi-supervised training. The sequence discrim-
ination in terms of sMBR is then applied to the student model
for semi-supervised training. We evaluate and analyze the per-
formance of the above two approaches in the next Section 4.

4. Experimental Analysis
In this section, we compare ASR performance using different
systems exploiting eigenposterior based semi-supervised DNN
training with sequence discrimination.

4.1. Database and Speech Features

ASR experiments are performed on AMI corpus [20] with the
data recorded through individual headset microphones (IHM).
AMI corpus contains recordings of spontaneous conversations
in meeting scenarios, with 67 hours of train set, 9 hours of de-
velopment, (dev) set, and 7 hours test set. 10% of training data
is used for cross-validation during DNN training in all cases,
whereas dev set is used for tuning the σ parameter. For ex-
periments using untranscribed additional training data for semi-
supervised training, we use ICSI meeting corpus [23] and Lib-
rispeech corpus [24]. In all experiments, ASR performance is
evaluated on AMI test set.

Kaldi toolkit [25] is used for training DNN-HMM systems.
All DNNs have 9 frames of temporal context at acoustic in-
put and 4 hidden layers with 1200 neurons each. Our exper-
iments consist of experiments on two different systems based
on the source of initial ground truth alignments. First sys-
tem is based on kaldi tri2 scripts where the senone set and
the subsequent GMM-HMM forced alignment are learned on
MFCC+∆+∆∆ features. Second system is based on kaldi
tri3b scripts where the senone set and forced alignment are
learned after LDA+MLLT+SAT transforms on MFCC+∆+∆∆
features [26]. We call these setups kaldi-a and kaldi-b respec-
tively hereafter. All DNNs are randomly initialized and trained
using cross-entropy loss backpropagation except for sequence

discriminative training experiments where 2 iterations are per-
formed to minimize the sMBR objective.

While kaldi-a and kaldi-b setups provide different senone
sets (4007 and 5000 senones respectively) and different forced
alignments, the input features for training DNNs in both setups
are kept the same. Input dimension for all DNNs is 351(39
dimensional MFCC+∆+∆∆ features × 9 frame context) and
output dimension is 4007 in kaldi-a and 5000 in kaldi-b. AMI
pronunciation dictionary has ∼23K words and a bigram model
for decoding.

4.2. Learning Eigenposteriors and Enhancing Posteriors

We collect at most N = 104 posterior frames for each senone
class to learn the principal components for each class individu-
ally. Similar to experiments in [3], we encounter memory issues
while storing soft targets for AMI corpus for learning eigenpos-
teriors as well as during training of student networks. Hence,
we preserve precision upto first two decimal places in soft tar-
gets, followed by normalizing the posterior frames to sum to 1.
Eigenpoterior learning and low-rank reconstruction is still done
on full soft-targets and rounding-off is done only when storing
soft targets on disk. σ parameter which denotes the percentage
of variability preserved was tuned on AMI dev set. Experiments
on dev set shows that σ = 90% yields the best results in case of
kaldi-a senones and σ = 95% is the optimal value for kaldi-b
senones.

4.3. Eigenposterior based Semi-supervised Training

Table 1 lists the results for the experiments which utilise eigen-
posterior based enhancements to exploit untranscribed data.
The DNN is trained using cross-entropy objective. The baseline
System-1.0 corresponds to the hard target based DNNs for both
kaldi-a and kaldi-b setups. kaldi-b baseline DNN with a WER
of 30.9% is superior to kaldi-a baseline at 32.4% WER due to a
superior set of senones and forced alignment coming from the
LDA+MLLT+SAT based transforms on MFCC features.

Supervised PCA based reconstruction (exploiting the
ground-truth label as Section 2.2) is done for posteriors from
System-1.0 (teacher) to obtain enhanced soft targets to train
System-1.1 (student) where SE denotes supervised enhance-
ment. In both kaldi-a and kaldi-b setups, the student DNN in
System-1.1 outperforms the corresponding teacher. As com-
pared to [3], we achieved improved results for kaldi-a system
by better tuning of the σ parameter. The scale of improvement
is smaller in case of the stronger baseline system of kaldi-b. A
noteworthy observation is that kaldi-a posteriors require 10% of
variability to be discarded (i.e. σ = 90%) whereas in kaldi-b
posteriors, we needed to remove only 5% variability. This dif-
ference suggests that the weaker DNN acoustic model in kaldi-a
setup results in more inaccuracies in estimating senone proba-
bilities as compared to the kaldi-b setup. Thus, a lower amount
of variability (i.e. using a lower value of σ) has to be preserved
for PCA based reconstruction of kaldi-a posteriors to remove
the high dimensional noise.

Next, we build System-1.2 by semi-supervised training us-
ing a joint set of supervised PCA enhanced soft targets for AMI
train set and forward-passed posterior features for ICSI database
from System-1.1. Again, kaldi-a setup improves significantly
whereas we observe negligible improvements in kaldi-b setup.
System-1.3 is built similar to System-1.2 with semi-supervised
training using System-1.2 as the teacher model to generate soft
targets for both ICSI and Librispeech(LIB) database. In both
System-1.2 and 1.3, AMI train set soft targets are obtained from
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Table 1: Performance of ASR systems (in WER%) using eigen-
posterior based enhancements and semi-supervised training.
System 0 uses hard-target based baseline DNN. In parenthe-
sis, SE-1.0 denotes supervised enhancement of DNN posteriors
from System-1.0 and FP-n shows forward-pass using system n
to obtain the soft targets.

Sys# Training Data kaldi-a kaldi-b
1.0 AMI (Baseline) 32.4 30.9
1.1 AMI(SE-1.0) 31.6 30.2
1.2 ICSI(FP-1.1)+AMI(SE-1.0) 30.8 30.2
1.3 LIB(FP-1.2)+ICSI(FP-1.2)+AMI(SE-1.0) 30.7 30.2

supervised enhancement of DNN posteriors from System-1.0.
In both kaldi-a and kaldi-b setups, System-1.3 student DNN
performs better or no worse than the first student DNN learned
in System-1.1. A possible reason for kaldi-b setup not being
able to utilize information from additional untranscribed data
is that the kaldi-b senone set is learned using spectral features
modified by speaker adaptive feature transforms. While kaldi-a
setup might be trying to learn speaker invariability using addi-
tional data from ICSI and Librispeech, kaldi-b setup has speaker
invariance already encoded in its superior quality senone set. In
addition, it may be noted that no gains from semi-supervised
training are obtained when the System-1.1 is trained with non-
enhanced soft targets from System-1.0 (similar to the the obser-
vation in [3]).

4.4. Integrating Sequence Discriminative Training

As discussed in Section 3.2, we evaluate two approaches to
exploit untranscribed data in case of sequence discriminative
training of DNNs. Table 2 provides results for Approach 1 when
a sMBR trained network is used as a teacher DNN for generat-
ing soft targets.

System-2.0 is the sMBR objective based sequence discrim-
inatively trained DNN baseline for kaldi-a and kaldi-b setups.
We found that System-2.1, which is built in a fashion exact-
ly similar to System-1.1 in Section 4.3, is unable to bring any
improvements over System-2.0 using low-rank enhancement of
DNN posteriors. Instead, the ASR performance degrades in
both the cases significantly. When soft-targets are used with-
out any PCA based reconstruction to build Systems-2.2, 2.3
and 2.4, we observe minor or no improvements at all. But the
performance still doesn’t degrade as it happens in the case of
System-2.1. We conclude from this observation that although
the soft-targets based training of student DNNs has potential
in case of sequence discriminatively trained teacher DNNs (al-
so confirmed in [15]), it is not possible to improve the student
DNNs by eigenposteriors based low-rank enhancements. Se-
quence discriminative training essentially modifies the senone
subspaces and underlying senone correlations in such a way that
eigenposteriors are no longer capable of capturing them with
linear PCA transformations.

Next, we evaluate Approach 2 using eigenposteriors based
semi-supervised training prior to applying sequence discrimi-
nation. Table 3 provides the results for these experiments. First
two columns simply represent the performance gains brought in
by sequence discriminative training in the baseline System-1.0
from Table 1. We see an absolute reduction of 2.8% and 2.7%
in WER for kaldi-a and kaldi-b setup respectively using sMBR
sequence training on System-1.0. When we apply sMBR based
sequence training on the best performing semi-supervised stu-
dent models from System-1.3 in Table 1, we observe significant
performance gains with 2.6% and 3.0% absolute WER reduc-
tions for kaldi-a and kaldi-b setups respectively. Compared to

Table 2: Performance of ASR systems (in WER%) using eigen-
posterior based enhancements as Approach 1 described in Sec-
tion 3.2. Baseline System 2.0 is trained on hard targets followed
by sMBR based sequence discrimination. Other notations in
parenthesis are similar as in Table 1.

Sys# Training Data kaldi-a kaldi-b
2.0 AMI (Baseline) 29.6 28.2
2.1 AMI(SE-2.0) 30.7 28.5
2.2 AMI(FP-2.0) 29.4 28.2
2.3 ICSI(FP-2.0)+AMI(FP-0) 29.6 28.2
2.4 LIB(FP-2.0)+ICSI(FP-2.0)+AMI(FP-2.0) 29.6 28.2

Table 3: Comparison of ASR performance of baselines and
the best semi-supervised DNNs from Table 1 when trained with
sMBR sequence discriminative objective. The third raw corre-
sponds to the results of Approach 2 described in Section 3.2

Sys (from Table 1)# kaldi-a kaldi-b
1.0 32.4 30.9
1.0+sMBR (2.0) 29.6 28.2
1.3 30.7 30.2
1.3+sMBR 28.1 27.2

the baseline DNN (System-1.0), we achieve nearly an overall
4% absolute WER reduction for both the setups.

Thus, this experiment demonstrates that Approach 2 is the
suitable strategy for complimentary integration of both eigen-
posterior based enhanced acoustic modelling and sequence dis-
crimination to improve ASR performance. First, we exploit the
improvements from low-rank enhancement of DNN posteriors
and semi-supervised training under the student-teacher frame-
work. Then, we boost the performance using sMBR based se-
quence discriminative training. It may be noted that untran-
scribed data is only affecting the performance when eigenposte-
riors are exploited for training the student DNN. Eigenposterior
estimation requires DNN to learn the regularities of contextual
dependencies, thus the cross entropy objective is more suitable
for DNN training.

5. Concluding Remarks
DNN posteriors live in low-dimensional senone-specific sub-
spaces that can be characterized using principal componen-
t analysis. Eigenposteriors obtained through PCA enables en-
hancing the DNN posteriors via low-rank projection. Enhanced
posteriors preserve the global structure of the senone posterior
space and local inaccuracies are removed. Hence, they can be
used as more reliable soft targets and training a student DNN
using enhanced soft targets improves the acoustic model accu-
racy. Eigenposterior based enhancement is found to be crucial
for exploiting untranscribed data and further improving the a-
coustic model performance using semi-supervised training.

The procedure of eigenposterior estimation relies on DNN
learning the contextual dependencies as patterns in senone pos-
terior space. sMBR based sequence discriminative training
leads to significant reduction in WER when used as a cascade
after eigenposterior based enhancement. We conclude that the
performance gains from low-rank enhancement and sequence
discrimination have different sources and they can be combined
in a complementary way to improve ASR.
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